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Offline gps navigation

Your GPS bearing is the direction of the compass from the current position to the intended destination. Describes the direction of the destination or object. If you are facing north and want to move towards the building directly behind you, then the bearing would be to the south. Yuji Kotani/Getty Images Definicija ležaja pred GPS.
Mathematicians counted on bearings for centuries before satellites made navigation as simple as pressing a button. Typically, the bearing is measured in degrees and calculated clockwise from the right north. It is usually presented as three numbers. For example, the direction of the east is 090°. Bearing is sometimes called a real bearing
because of its attitude to the true north. In GPS navigation, the bearing can also be called the direction to the next point of the path. Direction and direction are not interchangeable terms. The bearing refers to the relationship between two locations, and the direction may refer to north, east, south and west. The Global Positioning System
(GPS) is a network of navigation satellites operated by the US Air Force that transmits geo-location, time and weather information to GPS receivers on earth. The U.S. government maintains the GPS system and provides free access to that system. The GPS feature has become a common feature of most smartphones and many other
modern electronic devices. Thus, the term GPS is often used widely for reference devices with GPS capabilities, rather than for the global positioning system itself. All GPS software relies on the same infrastructure, so no single GPS application is better at calculating a bearing than any other. When you enter your intended destination into
your smartphone or other GPS device, the GPS antenna is where you're based on your destination. With this data, it can calculate your bearing or direction to move toward the destination. Your bearing is calculated to the nearest level and is usually the most direct route from point A to point B. Some device maps offer alternative routes to
your destination, but your bearing would remain essentially the same because your destination is still a certain direction away from your current location, regardless of the route you will. The bearing is calculated as measured in degrees clockwise from the true north. Vertex angle represents your current location, while two beams point
north or towards the destination. You can manually calculate the bearing between two points with a map, compass, and protractor. However, if you know the exact dimension and long points of the points in question, you can use the following formula: β = atan2(X,Y) You can calculate X and Y as following: X = cos θb * son ∆L Y = cos θb *
sin θb – cos θb * cos ∆L Whereas: L represents longitude.θ represents latudeti.β is the bearing. GPS technology allows the phone to instantly crush complex equations like these. If GPS on your phone to navigate, you may notice that the compass and the direction you're traveling are not always synced, especially if you're standing still or
moving slowly. This is because gps-provided devices calculate bearings before calculating the direction of travel. GPS devices calculate bearings based on target coordinates and current GPS receiver location. The GPS then determines the exact direction you need to travel by resassuring the position at about one second intervals. If
you're stationary or moving very slowly, the direction of travel cannot be calculated, so you may experience measurement errors. When you move at consistent speed, then your GPS becomes extremely reliable. Due to the precise nature of the global positioning system, your GPS device will always calculate the bearing accurately; but it
can occasionally take you in the wrong direction. Keep in mind that your GPS device also needs to take into account the accessibility and condition of the roads, so it may seem to send you in the wrong direction even when you're on the right track. Thank you for telling us! Tell us why! Google Maps has been offering free navigation for
quite some time, but you need to extract data from the Internet for this work. Google took the first step earlier by allowing caching so you can look at your route before you go and rely on cached maps to navigate, but any change to that initial route would mean you need to pull additional data from the web. Therefore, total imre is extremely
important and the final frontier for Google to really compete with standalone solutions such as TomTom and Garmin. Coming straight from the rumour mill, the news is far from official, but Dutch website All About Phones claims that the update is coming this summer. Currently, the only company that offers free offline navigation on its
phones is Nokia with Ovi Maps at Symbian, but the adoption of windows phone via on Espoo will be translated into microsoft platform get this service as well. There's still no word on pricing, but given the current $0 price tag for using Maps, you might hope That Google will keep navigation for free. How much do you rely on your phone to
navigate? Share your experiences for free in the comments below.source: All about phones via Engadget SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER! To find out which is better - compass or GPS - we need to take a good look at the pros and cons of each. First, let's look at the pros and cons of the compass. Benefits: The Ad is a lightweight
pocket-sized device -- perfect for it when you need to travel light. It's cheap. You can buy a basic compass for about $10.It doesn't need external power to operate. You take it out of the box and it's good to go. In fact, the compass is so simple that you can do it yourself with the things you probably have in your home. Cons: To read the
compass correctly, you need to learn some skills. Most people know that wears a compass, but do everyone know how to actually use it? Without a map, the compass only shows you north, and that's it. If you're completely lost and don't know where what's going, your compass might not be useful. Now, let's look at the pros and cons of
GPS: Pros: You can wear a huge variety of maps on your palm. The unit will be precise where you are on the map. An electronic compass is easier to use than a traditional compass when you're on the go. The GPS unit will let you know how far you've covered and how much longer you need to go. That'il even tell you your height. Cons:
The GPS unit works on batteries. What if they run out? You can always wear accessories, but that's adding extra weight to your pack. The GPS unit is an electronic device -- it can break or stop working if it is released or if it get weasy. Gps units are expensive. The base unit will cost about $100, but more advanced can run upwards 350.It
requires a strong signal for precise work. It will not receive a signal inside most buildings or in caves and sometimes under strong forest canopies or even just a cloudy day. Final finish: A GPS unit can provide you with much more detailed navigation information than you could ever get with a compass. However, because it relies on battery
power and a clear signal, every trekr should always walk with a good old-fashioned compass and a map. Tsyhun/Shutterstock.comApple users, your long wait is finally over. You now have access to offline navigation with Google maps, so if you didn't have a sense of direction before, don't expect it to get better any time soon. A month
after updating Google Maps, it gave Android users access to this handy new tool that lets you navigate confused urban landscapes, even if you're underground or otherwise trapped without a signal or WiFi, and the Internet company also performs the feature for iOS users. Despite recent reports that Apple Maps is now used three times as
many times as its next flagship competitor on Apple devices, Google has not posted major software update notices that will undoubtedly come in handy as the shopping and travel season begins in fact. While you won't be able to get live traffic updates offline, you'll still have access to other important information, such as turn-by-turn
instructions, operating hours, contact information and ratings (only Google, on their ground is not allowed Yelp). Even better, Google Maps will now offer gas prices for your driving comfort, and you'll also be able to tell when certain companies are busiest during the week (because avoiding hastily will be crucial in the coming weeks).
Despite all these big changes, mass transit routes are still not available in offline mode, so if you live in a city like New York where you can get around as above the ground, you're out of luck. On foot and cycling directions are also nowhere to be found (although you can in most cases are subtracted with driving instructions). If you decide
to start downloading maps for offline use, make sure you've cleared some space on your phone. The New York City map is estimated to take about 300MB of storage space, so if your music library is getting a little out of control, you might want to use this as an opportunity to cut some playlists. However, because these maps expire
automatically after one month, your phone won't be inundated with unused maps forever. So get out of here, my friends. You don't have to be online to do that anymore. Editors' recommendations
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